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ABSTRACT

It is shown that the large-scalo quantum fluctuations of the scalar

field f generated in the chaotic inflation scenario lead to an infinite

process of self"reproduction of inflationary mini-universes. A model of

eternally existing chaotic inflationary universe is suggested. It Is

pointed out that whereas the universe locally is very homogeneous as a result

of inflation, which occurs at the classical level, the global structure of

the universe is determined by quantum effects and is highly non-trivial.

The universe consists of exponentiaily large number of different mini-universes,

inside which all possible (metastable) vacuum states and all possible types

of compactification are realized. The picture differs crucially from the

standard picture of a one.-dornain universe in a "true11 vacuum state. Our

results may servo as a justification of the anthropic principle in the

inflationary cosmology. These results may have important implications for

the elementary partick; theory ,is well. Namely, since a 1] possible types

of mini-universes, :n which inflation may occur, should exist in our universe,

there is no need to insist (as it. is usually done) that in realistic theories

the vacuum state of our type should be the only possible one or the best one.
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May 1986
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I. One of the most popular models of the universe evolution is

the inflationary universe scenario. This scenario in its present

form /I/ makes it possible to solve simultaneously about ten dif-

ferent problems related both to cosmology and to the elementary

particle physics. No alternative theory,which would solve all these

problems,have been suggested ao far. Therefore it seems very likely

that something like inflation actually should occur at the very

early stages of the universe evolution.

One should note, however, that there exist two very important

problems which still remain unsolved. The first one is the cosmolog-

ies1 singularity problem. The main part of this problem is not the

existence of singularities in the universe, but the statement that

the universe does not exist eternally and that there exists "some

time at which there is no space-time at all". The second problem is

related to the unioueness of the universe. The essence of this prob-

lem was formulated by Einstein in his talk with E.Strauss : "What

I am really interested in is whether God could create the world

differently". This problem now becomes especially important since

the effective potentials V( ̂ p) describing symmetry breaking in uni-

fied theories of elementary particles usually have many different

deep minima, and in Kaluza-Klein and superstring theories there is

an enormously large number of possible types of compactification of

extra dimensions. This makes it extremely difficult to understand

why just the world of our type has appeared after compactification

and spontaneous symmetry breaking.

As it will be argued below, it is possible to relax or even to

resolve these two problems in the context of the chaotic inflation

scenario.

2. Historically, there were many different versions of the infla-

tionary universe scenario /2-16/. In our opinion, the most natural



one is tlie chaotic inflation scenario /6-8, 12, 13/• This scenario

can be implemented in a wide class of theories. In particular, i t

can be realized in the theories of scalar fields with polynomial

effective potentials, V(vf) ^ ^>n , in the modified version /7 / of

the Starobinsky model / 3 / , in GUTs / I7/ and in II z I supergravity

/ I 8 / . It ia possible to realize this scenario in some Kalusa-Klein

theories /I9/ and superstring theories /20-22/ (see, however, below).

The main idea of this scenario is based on the investigation of

ini t ial distribution of some scalar field T (or the curvature sca-

lar( or the radius of the coiapactified space, etc) without making

any ad hoc assumptions that the field T initially is displaced

near the minimum of V(^) .

As a particular example, we will consider a simplest theory of

a scalar field M3 with the Lagrangian L = | X,4> ^ ^ - V(^),

where at large H5
 } V( V ) - ^ ^ / 6 / . If the classical f ield H3

is sufficiently homogeneous in a domain of a size of a horizon

( 'b/y& *P< V(H>) on a scale A Q 3 " 1 , see below), then i ts behaviour

in this domain does not depend on tne physical processes in other

domains and is governed by equations

where H = — , a(t) is the scale factor of the universe (inside

this domain) and

B 7T vcvp) (a)

Here k = + i_, 0 for a closed, open and flat universe respectively.

If the field M7 initially is sufficiently large ( ̂ > M p ) , then the

behaviour of ^-Ht) and a(t) rapidly approaches the asymptotic

regime

(5)
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= a
andNote, that in this regime fy* « V ( y ) » HP^

* 2.
K<̂ H • The last ineq.uali.ty implies that during the typical tin,..

Al. ~H the value of the Hubble parameter H remains

almost unchanged, and the universe expands quaaiesponentially:

t) . This regime occurs at P̂ >, ^ p .

in the region lp <, ^ P the field 4> rapidly oscillates,

and i ts potential energy ~*\J~(*s?~Q'e\ ~ A M p transforms in-

to heat* The reheating temperature In nay be of the order

A. rlpCT somewhat smaller, depending on the strength of inter-

action of the field f̂ with other fields. I t is important,

however, that I j ^ does not depend on the ini t ial value Vo of

the field ^ . The only parameter which depends on ^fo is the

scale factor Ct(-L) which increases O}Cp ("pp. ^ o ) times

during inflation. The only constraint on the ini t ia l amplitude of

the field V is determined by the conditions V( M>) -~ lift̂  ,"^A><

< M , which should be satisfied in any domain of a classical space-

time /6 ,8 / . Therefore a typical in i t ia l value of the field V is

given by V( ̂ >o ) ~ M4 , i . e . % ~A M . This means that the in i t ia l
P •• 9T

size of the domain typically grows exp( ) times during inflation

) 1 0 cm for J\. — ICT12

(see below). This result should be compared with the size of the

observable part of the universe ~- 10 cm.

_x jf
and becomes greater than M exp( 7 = )

P \)A

After such a large inflation the term —2
 i n becomes negli-

gibly small as compared with rT , which means that the universe

becomes flat and its spatial geometry becomes (locally) Euclidean.

Simultaneously, space inside the domain under consideration (as well

as the distribution of the field P̂ ) becomes locally homogeneous

and isotropic. The density of all "undesirable" objects (monopoles,

domain walls ...) created before or during inflation becomes expo-

- i t -



nentially small, and these objects never appear again if TR is not

•too l a r g e .

Initial conditions, which are necessary for the realization of

this scenario, are very simple. For example, i t is sufficient

that at the Planck time, when the universe emerges from space-

time foam and the total energy of matter is 0(*O , the value

of V(*f>) is also 0(M£) , and the values of ^Vd^f, t\= 1,2,3,4,

are somewhat smaller than V( S*) ~< M at least in one domain

of a smallest possible size AC~H ~M*~ . Since any classical

description of space-time is possible only at V( <f> )

1M"1, theand only in domains of a size AI

above-mentioned condition is quite natural / 8 / .

'-Dais conclusion is in an agreement with the results of the

investigation of the process of quantum creation of the universe.

Namely, as i t was shown in / I 3 / , the probability of quantum

creation of the inflationary universe is given by

p —

Later the same result was obtained also in /It—16/. From this

result i t also follows that a typical init ial value of the

field T in the new-born universe is given by V( *P ) -v u ,

and that there is no exponential suppression of quantum creation

of the universe with V( *f) •%/ M'4' .

A more detailed discussion of init ial conditions which are

necessary for a realization of the chaotic inflation scenario is

contained in /8 / f where i t is shown in particular, that, contrary

to some recent claims, there is no need for the field f to be

uniform on scales larger than the horizon and to have an unreason-

ably small kinetic energy \p c « V(4>) in the models with

sufficiently steep V(f), e.g. in the models with V(f) ~ 4> n .

To compare this scenario with other versions of the inflation-

ary universe scenario let us remember that in the "new" inflationary

universe scenario / 5 / inflation occurs during the process of

a slow rolling of the field T from the local extremist of

VjVjat V a 0. This scenario can be realized only in the theories

with rather unnatural potentials V(,4v , which are extremely

fiat near T = v/ and sufficiently curved near the global

minimum of V ( 4 v . Density perturbations produced during in-

flation in this scenario are sufficiently small only if /MJ^-

<1O~1° and if the field V extremely weakly Interacts with al l

other fielda (e.g. A-icf12 for V ( V) ~"Vf6) " ^ ^ ). The
first condition means that inflation starts in this scenario very

late, which makes it impossible to solve the horizon problem in

this Scenario if the universe is closed: The universe typically,

collapses before the beginning of inflation / 1 / . The second con-

dition implies that thermal effects typically cannot put the

field *? onto the top of the effective potential at T — 0 and

therefore inflation does not occur at al l / 1 , 8/,

For a similar reason it is hardly believable that our uni-

verse could be created "from nothing" at the top of VQ$) at

^ = 0 Cor i n t l i e u»s'tab:l-e vacuum state in the original version

of the Starobinsky model). Indeed, according to /13~ 16/» t l l e pro-

bability of quantum creation of the inflationary universe is

% » w h l c h ^ t h e above-men-
10

suppressed by the factor exp(-

tioned cases is as small as exp (-10 ) , The corresponding sup-

pression is absent in the chaotic inflation scenario only /13/ . In

this scenario inflation ray start at V0*')""Mp , and s t i l l den-

sity perturbations and anisotropy of primordial background radia-

tion in the observable part of the universe may be sufficiently

sn»ll, eince they are formed at the last stages of inflation,



time M inside a domain of a size 0(H~ )~

at which V(^) becomes small (e.g. V ( V ) - A « J in the theory

2± 4? ) . Thus, at present we do not see any viable alterna-

tive to the chaotic inflation scenario.

On the other hand, not all versions of the chaotic inflation

scenario are equally natural. In GUTs and in N = .1 supergravity

the chaotic inflation scenario has been successfully implemented

in different models including the models with V( If ) -^ <p and

with other sufficiently steep potentials /I7/, /I8/. As we have

mentioned, in such models inflation occurs e.g. if at the Planck

\f /V < V( 4> )

, which is quite natural /8/. A simplest way to understand

that there is no need of any acausal correlation between the

values of the field r̂ on scales larger tiLan 0(H~ ) is to consid-

—I —Ior a closed universe of a typical initial size 0(H ) '̂ -'0(M ),

which is inflationary under the above-mentioned conditions and

which does not contain any parts of initial size larger than 0(E ).

Unfortunately, however, no natural realization of the infla-

tionary universe scenario has been suggested so far in. the context

of Kaluza-Klein and superstring theories. In our opinion, a most

elegant realization of the chaotic inflation scenario in a Kaluza—

Klein theory was suggested by Shafi and Wetterich /IS/. In their

model inflation smarts at large

radius of the compactified space. In this model ln(E 11 ) plays

the same role as the scalar field ^? in the scenario considered

above. An essential difference is that the initial size of the

compactified space in the model /I9/ should be several orders

P = ln(R M ) , where R i s the

x)
An opposite claim contained in. ref. AO/ is based on the

incorrect assumption that —i- = const on all length scales.

-Y-

t., if pii

larger than U"1 , and this space is contracting rather than expanding

from singularity. Such a space may emerge as a result of a

quantum creation of the universe. However, the probability of a

quantum creation of a space _with H »a~T is vanishingly small /2V .

Therefore we do not know how one can realize the init ial conditions,

which are necessary for inflation in this model.

In the model of inflation with superstrings /20/,inflation is

also connected with 4>= ln(R Mp). However, inflation in this model

never stops, the universe transforms Into de Sitter space with a

large cosmological constant. In the models /2I,22/ inflation may

occur only a t T ( V ) « M 4 , which does not lead to a complete solu-

tion of the flatness problem. What is sore important, in the models

/2I.22/ inflation occurs only in those domains of the universe, in

which 0 < ^ 0 ( I ) , whereas V( H> ) « K £ for all Y > 0(1). In the

absence of any arguments why the state 0<V£0( I ) is better than

any other state with 4> > 0(1), one may consider the models /2L,Z?J

as particular versions of the chaotic inflation scenario, in wn oh

the probability of realization of inflation ( i . e . the probability

that initially 0 < H>< 0(1) ) is vanishingly small as compared with

the probability that initially 0(1) < 4> < C>O . I t is nob exclu-

ded, of course, that some future investigation will explain why

the state 0<{V< 0(1) is preferable.

Thus, the results of the f i rs t attempts to obtain inflation in

Kaluza-Klein theories and in theories of superstrings are not very

encouraging. As we have mentioned already, at present we do not

know any alternative way to solve all those problems which can be

solved with the help of inflation. Therefore, one may consider the

difficulties which hamper a natural realization of the inflationary

universe scenario in supcrstring theories as difficulties of these

-8-



theories /24/. However, in our opinion, it would be premature to

speak about coamological difficulties of superstring theories since

the present understanding of superstring theories is obviously

incomplete.

The history of evolution of the inflationary universe scenario

during the last 5 years shows that the concrete models of inflation

are crucially modified with each new modification of the underlying

elementary particle theory, but some basic features of this scenario

remain intact. Therefore in what follows we will not discuss any

particular realizations of the inflationary universe scenario in

the theories which are the best on the market to-day. Rather we

will concentrate on some important and still unexplored features

of the chaotic inflation scenario which are essentially model-

independent.

One of the most important questions to be discussed is the

global structure of the inflationary universe, which proves to

be unexpectedly complicated. Hopefully, our results will make it

possible to look from a different point of view at the problem of

initial conditions, which is so important for discussion of various

model;- of inflation with superstrings, and also at some other

problems of the superstring cosmology.

}. Inflation of the universe occurs at the classical level,
and it makes the universe locally flat, homogeneous and isotropic

Surprisingly enough, the global structure of the inflationary

universe is formed due to quantum effects /25/.

As it waa shown in /26 - 28/, inflation leads to creation

of long-wave inhomogeneities OjQ() of the classical scalar

field T • This effect occurs due to the fact that inflation

leads to an increase of wavelengths of quantum fluctuations of

the field T . Perturbationa with a wavelength C - K. > H .

do not oscillate (due to the large friction term 3H V in

eq. (1)) and look like a frozen distribution of a classical

field Y • The overall amplitude of these perturbations genera-

ted during a typical time /5L = rl is given by

. H ^
72 or

and their typical wavelength originally is given by H

Later it exponentially increases as &("t) (4)» the field

^ + ^^(x) becomes almost exactly homogeneous and slowly

decreases according to (3). However, at the same time new per-

turbationa of the field y are generated, etc. This process

looks like a Brownian motion of the field 7 . Inhomogeneities

of the resulting distribution of the field f̂ lead to density

perturbations oP(x)> which very slowly (logarithmically) grow

with a growth of their wavelengthes / 28, 3 9 / . On a galaxy

_

scale •%""^0 i?C', which at _A ~ 10~12 gives the desirable

value

-9-

^ O neeeeaary for the galaxy formation /2Q, 29,

1/. However, on a much greater scale perturbations J/Q

become very large. The estimates performed in our paper /1/

show that density perturbations formed at the moment at

-10-



which the classical scalar field was equal to y , have the

amplitude
>\Ofio\ in /A 7>._\ / i n \ J

(6)

where C~O(i). This means that */<§ ^ 1

V > A~"« M P .
Perturbations, which are formed at that moment, at present have

(7)

the wavelength _ 1
3

)

for .A—10~ . Eq. (8) gives the size of a locally-Friedmann

part of our universe after inflation, which is much smaller than
n in6

^- 10 cm, but s t i l l is many ordersthe classical estimate

greater than the size of the observable part of the universe

C --- 10 era. Let us try to understand the origin of large inho-
H _l

oogeneitiea formed at ^ ^ X ^ M p (7) and the global structure

of the universe on scales greater than M p e>p(A ̂ ) <8).

4. Evolution of the fluctuating field 4 s in any given

domain can be described by the help of ita distribution function

r (ipj or in terms of ita average value T in this domain and its

dispersion A = y<Sf >. However, one will obtain different re-

sults depending on the way of averaging: One can consider the

distribution f̂  C"f/ over the non-growing coordinate volume

of the domain (i.e. over its physical volume at some initiel

moment of inflation), or the distribution >1 i}P) over ita physic

volume, which exponentially grows at a different rate in

different parts of the domain. It can be shown that the disper-

aian of the field y in the coordinate volume Z\ ±a always

much smaller than for M Therefore the

- 1 ! -

evolution of the averaged field y can be approximately described

by I eqs. ( i ) - (4) . However, if one wishea to know the result-

ing space-time structure and the distribution of the field T

after (or during) inflation, it is more appropriate to take

an average Tp over the physical volume, and in some cases the

behaviour of \pp and A p differs considerably from the behaviour

^ and A^ .
o r I

To illustrate thia statement let us note that perturba-

tions OT"^) generated during inflation always have a wavelength

AC ^ H (vj>) - Each domain of the universe of a size A\ £ H ((°) >

which is the size of the eveat horizon in de Sitter space, evolve;;

independently ^^ o f wnat occurs outaide i t /30/ . Therefore,

aa a result of generation of long-wave perturbations of the

field y the universe during inflation becomes effectively

divided into many mini-universes of in i t ia l size A t $£ H (V) •

Each of these domains may be considered as a separate part of a

Friedmann universe witn'the coordinate volume which practically

does not change during inflation. The field y inside a domain

of a size AC^H looks aa being almost exactly homogeneous

^ f V M j and $lf» given

by eq. ( 5 ) ) . During a typical time

creases by rf
^V ~ --P

— H t l l i 9 field de-

(9)

in accordance with eq. (3). Tho physical aize of thia domain

during the time A X = H (\f) increaaes Q times, and its physical

voiunn-1 increases £ times. Aa a result of generation of

new perturbationa of the field 0*P (5) the value of the field

y in this domain becomes V-A-V + fr?(x) . Note, that for

-IP-



6
p
 i s m u c h greater than AS* . Since a typi-

cal wavelength of perturbations 0 Y ( X ) generated during the

time AX =• H is 0(V| ) , the domain of ini t ial size

U[n ) after expansion by Q tinea becomes divided into

0(%) domains of a aize 0(h\ ) with the field H*-

and 0(§; ) domains of a aize 0(H~ ) with the field

In other words, the original domain (mini-universe) of a size

U(H / after the time At *" H Qf) expands and separates into

Q(Q) mini-univeraea of a size (J(H )• a n d (almost) in a

half of these mini-universes the field y grows rather than

decreases. During the next interval AT. = H the total number

of domains with a growing field T increases again, etc. This

means that the total physical volume of domains containing per-

manently growing field J increases asy g for

^\D > wbereaa the total physical volume of domains,

in which the field T doea not decrease, grows approximately

aa p-©Xp(3H"t) • Since the value of H ( V ) increases with a

growth of , the main part of the physical volume of the

universe appears aa a result of expansion of domains with a ma-

ximal poasible field V , i .e . with V - ^ X ^ M p , at which

H p - (Note, that at V ^jC^S/ip > i f i t i s P08"
aible to consider such domains at a classical level, the pro-

cess of self-reproduction of inflationary mini-universes with

a growing field y1

a typical value of

becomes suppressed, since at

} (i)U is greater than

r i p

which does not lead to creation of inflationary mini-unlversea

with ^'ZPjCM °'> Therefore, whereas the field \P averaged

over the coordinate volume of any given domain ( i .e , ) ,

gradually decreases in accordance with eq. (3), the field y ,

averaged over the physical volume of a domain,which initially

contains the field y $lA e M_ , grows up to f ~ A M .

5. It may be useful to look at the same problem from another

point of view. The Brownian motion of the field ^p at W

can be described (for not too large changes of the field

the diffusion equation

) by

where the coefficient of diffusion Sb~^-Z • TQis equation for

the case H( ̂ > ) = const was first derived by Starobinsky /JI/; for

a more detailed derivation see /32/. In a particular case =jH5=O

this equation was obtained also in /37/.

The stationary solution. ( "=Jt ) would be

(ii)

which would resemble the square of the Etertle-Hawking wave function

or the universe / I I . I2 / . However, eq. (10) actually has no sta-

tionary solutions since i t is not valid at U the field f

does not flow upwards from the region of small ^ , ajad the

averaged value Yc decreases according to eq.(3). Therefore

eq. (II) has no fundamental meaning in our case.

A detailed discussion of solutions of eq. (10) will be

tained in a separate publication /45/. Here we would like to

represent some of the main results of ref. /4-3A

Let us consider a domain of a size t >^0{U~

led by a sufficiently homogeneous field V =

), which is fil-

M^. There are

two main stages of evolution of the field ^ inside this domain.

The first stage has a duration At~{yA Mp) . During this time the

average field remains approximately equal to (3)«

- l i t -
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.z u ±

whereas the dispersion Zi grows as — , A T /2I-23/ up to the

value A ~ — - • At the next stage the field ^ c exponen-

tially decreases (3). Fluctuations §*P are also generated at

that stage, but they have much smaller amplitude and dispersion,

and the resulting value of Pc(4>) is determined by fluctuations

generated at the first stage. However, since the amplitude of

perturbations produced at this stage decreases as Y during

inflation /28,29/t the corresponding dispersion decreases in

time as \(±) (3), A^£fc)~C ^ ̂  *?. , where C = 0(1), and

Note, that for yc^:^ , ̂ - f — 0(̂i>.) this result is in a qualita-

tive agreement with the result of Hawking and Moss /33/ on the

probability of "tunneling" to a state with 4> > ^ .(This agree-

ment is complete for ^ = const /31.32/, "tunneling" here being

just another word for the Brownian motion).

Another interesting regime occurs when S? ~Z.\ M p , i.e.

when we start from the space-time foam with V(^) S. ^t • In this

case it can be shown that the distribution of the field T ,

formed during the time A"t - (>/X M ^ , at l?$V'H pis given oy

, (13)

where C = 0(1), and this distribution later evolves just as in

the case considered above. This result is in agreement with the

previous estimates of the probability of quantum creation of

the universe /I3-I6/ . However, in our.erase there is no need to

speak about "creation of everything from nothing" : Creation •

of an inflationary (mini-)universe may occur either as a

-15-

classical motion or as diffusion (= tunneling) from the space-

time foam with V ( l p ) ^ M^ , which in our case fills the main

part of the physical volume of the universe .and plays the role

of the unstable (but regenerating ) gravitational vacuum /I

For M^'^SCA^ "L, t h e coordinate volume occupied by a

large field Y i s exponentially smallJ. However, during the time

AC ̂  (vAMD),at which the distribution (12) remains unchanged,

the domains of a large field ^P expand. exp( ]3 -X- ) timesrB-0(i).

This gives the distribution P ( V ) over the physical volume

which grows with an increase of ̂  for ̂ , ^ o > A
G M , in

agreement with, our previous results. A similar conclusion is

valid for sufficiently large f in all versions of the chaotic

inflation scenario.

6, Trom our results it follows that the inflationary uni-

o 1 infi-
-1

verse,which contains at least one domain with T > J

nitely reproduces new and new mini-universes with
• P

and its global geometry has nothing in common neither with the

geometry of an open or flat homogeneous universe with a gradually

decreasing energy density nor with the geometry of a closed uni-

verse, which, is created at same initial moment t = 0 and which

disappears as a v/iiole at some other moment t = t .In our

case the universe infinitely regenerates itself, and there is no

global "end of time". Moreover, it is not necessary to assume

that the universe as a whole was created at some initial moment
t = 0. The process of creation of each new mini-universe with

-i

V? 2JV M_ occurs independently of the pre-history of the universe,

it depends only on. the value of the scalar field inside a domain

-16-



of a size L/\H (M>)/ and not on the moment of the mini-universe

creation* Therefore the whole process can be considered as an

infinite chain reaction of creation and self-reproduction which

has no end and which may have no beginning/25/»

A similar situation may occur in the old inflationary uni-

veree scenario /4, 54/ and in the new inflationary universe

scenario /35-37/s If the probability of bubble production with

r^-0 is sufficiently small, or if the average time of rolling of

the field V from the extreoum of V(V) at ^ = 0 ia suffi-

ciently large, then the phase transition to the global minimum of

v (y?) occurs in the main part of the coordinate volume of the

universe, but the main part of the physical voluae of the uni-

verse remains in the unstable state *y = 0 forever „ in /3&/

it was pointed out that this may give us a solution of the prob-

lem of ini t ial cosmological singularity: The main part of the

inflationary universe may always exist in the unstable but aelf-

reproducing state V = 0 , and it is not neceaaary to assume

that the universe waa created as a whole at some init ial moment

There exiat some problem associated with this suggestion

/36/. The parta of the universe with '•£ = 0 locally have the

same geometrical properties as de Sitter space. A geodesically

complete de Sitter space ia closed and its scale factor i s

decreases, and the lifetime of such a space in the unstable

vacuum state ^ = 0 is finite. Therefore such a universe cannot

remain in the unstable state V - 0 at 1 > O , when inflation

star ts . One may wonder therefore whether the eternally existing

- 1 7 -

universe without initial singularity and with the main part of

ita volume being in the unstable state Y — O ia geodesically

complete, or the initial singularity in this scenario ia unavoid-

able /38/.

One should note that the global geometry of auch a universe

ie not similar to the geometry of de Sitter space, aince the

part of the coordinate volume which remains in de Sitter phase

^p *> 0 in the course of time becomes infinitesimally small.

Therefore it ia not excluded that such a universe is sseodesicaiiy

eompietej which gives us a possible solution of the prob-

lem of initial coaroological singularity /36/. However, there Is

no need, to perform a detailed discussion of this possibility here

since no realistic versions of the old and of the new inflationary

universe scenario have been elaborated so far, and the pro-

bability of quantum creation of the universe with Y — O ,

\T(O)<^-tAp is vanishingly small, see /1, 8/ and the beginning

of the present paper.

On the other hand, in the eternally existing chaotic

self-reproducing inf.lation.ajry universe discussed above

the main part of the pn.V3ical volume of tbe universe emerges from

the regions with vOfO^.rlp • ̂ n this sense the universe is effec-

tively singular, which makes ita geodesical completeness rather

plausible. It ia important that these "singularities" do not

form a global apacelike singular hypersurface, which would mean

the existence of the "beginning of time" for the whole universe.

The existence of auch a hypetsurface does not follow from

general topological theorems concerning singularities in general

relativity /39^, but it is usually aaaumed. that our universe

-if!-



looka like a slightly inhomogeneoua Friedmann universe, in which

auch a hypersurface does exist. However, as we have Been, the

global geometry of the inflationary univerae has nothing in common

with the geometry of the Friedmann univerae, the global spscelike

aingular hypereurface in the inflationary universe does not exiat

in future and well Bay not exiat in the paat. In our opinion,

this possibility deserves further investigation, aince the main

problem of the standard Friedmann cosmology waa "the existence

of time when there was no apace-time at all". Iti our case such a

problem may not appear-

Thus, there exist two main versions of the chaotic inflation

scenario.

i) There may exiat an initial global aingular spacelike

hypersurface. In this case the universe as a whole emerges from a

state with, a Planck density Q~-M* at some moment t = t .at which
J p P

i t becomes possible to apeak about the universe in terms of clas-

sical space-time. A most natural in i t ia l value of the field

~A *"M ~ 103 M p for ^^10~
1at the Planck time ia

Then the univerae infinitely reproduces itself due to generation

of long-wave fluctuations of the field y • This process occurs

for A^Mp^V^XVip , i.e. for £ !%!<%)< ^ . In the

domains with V ~ A 6 \A this process becomes inefficient, and

each auch domain after inflation looks like a Friedmann mini-

universe of a size c~rLe*p(A J—10 cm. In this model the

universe has a beginning but haa no end.

i i) The possibility that the univerae haa a global singular

spacelike hypersurface seems rather improbable unless the uni-

verse ia compact and its ini t ia l size is L/^MpJ: There ia no

reason for different causally disconnected regions of the uui-

ssi-se to s tar t their expansion flimultaneoualy. If the univerae ia not

compact, there should be no global beginning of ita evolution.

A model which il lustrates thig possibility waa suggested above:

The inflationary universe may infinitely reproduce itself, and

i t may have no beginning and no end. Any two pointa of such

a universe in a sufficiently distant past were causally connected.

Note, that the "energy" of the scale factor &(£) is negative,

and inflation may be considered aa a result of instability

arising due to the pumping of energy from O. to the field T

/ 1 / . For example , the energy of the scalar field T in a closed

inflationary universe exponentially grows whereas the energy

of the acale factor CCft) becomes exponentially large and negative,

their total energy being equal to zero. However, i t was

unclear why this instability, being potentially possible, does

not develop after inflation. Now we know a possible answer:

The gravitational vacuum in the main part of its physical voiv -̂

always remains in the unstable inflationary state with the

energy density of the order of ' i p - However, during the univ~r. -....>

evolution many islands of stability are formed, one of which

is the mini-univerae in which we live now.

There exist some other models in which there may be no

beginning and no end of time, e.g. the moĉ el of eternally oscil-

lating inflationary universe A l , 12, 38, 1/ or the model of

creation of daughter-universes in a collapsing universe /4-2/.

(The last suggestion is especially similar to oura ."> However,

there is some difference between these models and our scenario.

For example, according to /4I, 42, 38, 1/, creation of new



universes occurs near the end of the universe evolution due to quan-

turn gravity effects at density 0 >̂. II ,. at which any classical

description of space-time becomes impossible. In our case creation

of mini-universes occurs p:niKuieiitl,y in those domains, in which
- i . """

Vp > ^ e M . This process occurs not only at the Planck density,

but at much smaller densities as well, e.g. at V(vp)">^3 fcip ~

U4 for A.U4 J0~12. Therefore to prove the very existence

of the self-reproduction of the inflationary universe in our scenario

there is no need to appeal to unknown physical processes at P > H .

On the other hand, it is very important that Independently of

the origin of tiie universe in our scenario (either the universe was

created as a whole at t ~ t or it is eternally existing), now it

contains exponentially large (or evea infinite) number of mini-

universes, and a considerable part of these universes was created

when the field '^> was 0( A ** M ) and its energy density was 0(M ).

(Note, that this is true in the chaotic inflation only, in which

inflation may occur even at V(f ) M

The structure of space-time inside the new-born mini-universe

i/A remains unchanged- However, during inflationformed at V( f) <

large-scale fluctuations of a l l scalar fields 4? with masses

H, which may be present in the theory, are formed /26-28Z.

Since the Hubble parameter H during the mini-universe formation

is very large, H > I0~2!v' , fluctuations of the scalar fields S?

are strong enough to transfer the classical fields S P in the

new-born mini-universe from one local minimum of the effective

potential V( <£? ,f) to another / I / . This changes the low-energy

part ic le physics inside this mini-universe.

In the mini-universe of i n i t i a l size 0(H~ ) - 0(M~ ) formed at

V(̂ f ) "^ M4 fluctuations of metric on a scale (KM"1) are of the

order of unity. Therefore, if the theory ( I ) , (2 ) can be considered

as a part of a Kaluza-Klein (or superstring) theory, then at the

moment of the mini-universe formation the type of compactification

(and the number of compactified dimensions) inside the redni-universe

can be changed almost independently of what occurs in causally-discon-

nected regions outside it. (The only possible constraint on the local

changes of space-time structure stems from tropology and may lead e.g.

to formation of a pair of mini-universes with, opposite topological

numbers -) As a result, our universe becomes divided into exponentially

large number of domains, and all possible types of compactification

and all possible (metastable) vacuum states should exist in different

domains of the universe. All those domains (mini-universes), in which

inflation remains possible after their formation, later become expo-

nentially large. This gives a possible answer to the question asked

in the beginning of tne present paper : It seems that God not only

could create the universe differently, but in His wisdom He created

the universe which has been unceasingly producing different universes

of all possible types.

According to this scenario, we live in the mini-universe of our

type not for the reason that it is the only possible universe, but

for the reason, that there exist many different mini-universes, and

life of our type cannot exist in domains with a different dimensio-

nality and with different types of symmetry breaking. This provides

a justification of the anthropic principle in the inflationary

cosmology. The old Question why our universe is the only possible

one now is replaced ""by the question in which theories the existence

of mini-universes of our type is possible. This question is still

very difficult, but it is much easier than the previous one. From

this point of view, an enormously large number of possible tyoea of

compactificatian which exist e.g. in the theories of superstrings
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should be considered not as a difficulty but aa a virtue of these

theories, since it increases the probability of existence of mini-

universes in which life of our type may appear. In our opinion, the

modification of the point of view on the global structure of the

universe and on our place in the world is one of the most important

consequences of the development of the inflationary universe

scenario.
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PiK. I. Spatial distribution of a classical scalar field ^

during inflation looks inhomogeneous at an exponentially

large scale. However, it is almost exactly homogeneous

at ecales t« H~ . Those parts of the universe, in which

inflation finishes,look rather homogeneous at scales

I M expC X 3 ), but at greater scales the universe

is very inhomogeneous.

2 The classically allowable region of values of the field

is divided into three parts:

i) A6 K . This is a region of large fluctuations,

in which the field {? averaged over the physical volume,
_i

diffuses up to f^A*1 M , whereas the field M3 averaged

P'

over the coordinate volume,

eq. (3)-

, rolls down according to

universe expands quasiexponentially,

i ^<XeM . In this region both 9 C and f p

decrease. Inflation continues until the field i enters the

thix-d U The field rolls down to the

minimum of V(^ ) and i ts energy transforms into heat.
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i''if';. 'j A picture which gives a general (and a rather crude)

idea oT the global structure oi' a chaotic inflationary universe.

Child universes created at VC. ̂ p ) <Sc: M have the same "genetic code"

as their mother universes: They have the same number of dimensions

and the same (or almost the same) vacuum structure. However, the

universes created at V( <J? ) ~ M are "mutants" which may have

another dimensionality and another low-energy elementary particle

phyaics inside them. Each nini-universe may die, but the universe

as a whole has no end and may have no beginning, A typical thickness

of a "tube" connecting two mini-universes after inflation becomes

exponentially large.




